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Abstract—As the CMOS technology is continuously scaling 

down, nano-scale integrated circuits are becoming susceptible 

to harsh-radiation induced soft errors, such as double-node 

upsets (DNUs) and triple-node upsets (TNUs). This paper 

presents a shuttle C-elements based low-cost and robust latch 

(namely SCLCRL) that can recover from any TNU in harsh 

radiation environments. The latch comprises seven primary 

storage nodes and seven secondary storage nodes. Each pair of 

primary nodes feeds a secondary node through one C-element 

(CE) and each pair of secondary nodes feeds a primary node 

through another CE, forming redundant feedback loops to 

robustly retain values. Simulation results validate all key TNUs’ 

recoverability features of the proposed latch. Simulation results 

also demonstrate that the proposed SCLCRL latch can 

approximately save 29% silicon area and 47% D-Q delay on 

average at the cost of moderate power, compared with the 

state-of-the-art TNU-recoverable reference latches of the 

same-type. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the ceaseless reduction of CMOS transistor feature 

sizes, the soft error issue in nano-scale integrated circuits has 

become one of the most serious reliability challenges in harsh 

(e.g., space) environments [1]. As a type of transient errors, 

soft errors are mainly caused by the strike of radiative 

particles, such as protons, neutrons, heavy ions, electrons, 

muons, and alpha particles [2, 3]. Soft errors can lead to 

severe reliability problems, causing potential malfunctions of 

circuits and systems in the worst case. To mitigate soft errors, 

the recently developed FinFET technology is a feasible 

approach [3]. However, effective and scalable solutions 

based on other approaches for soft error tolerance, e.g., 

radiation-hardening-by-design (RHBD), are still needed. 

Single-node upsets (SNUs), double-node upsets (DNUs) 

and triple-node upsets (TNUs) are typical soft errors. In a 

storage module, the value change of a single node caused by 

the strike of a radiative particle is commonly known as an 

SNU. In advanced technologies, due to the shrinking of 

transistor sizes, the space between nodes is becoming smaller. 

Thus, due to the charge sharing mechanism [4], the strike of a 

radiative particle is likely to cause logic values of multiple 

nodes to change, which is known as a multiple-node upset 

(MNU). Common MNUs include DNUs  and TNUs. 

Especially, with advanced nano-scale technology nodes, the 

phenomenon of MNUs has become more prominent and is 

considered as a severe threat to circuit reliability [4]. 

Therefore, to ensure high circuit-reliability for safety-critical 

applications, especially in harsh radiation environments, 

integrated circuit (IC) designers and technologists need to 

consider radiation hardening against MNUs (especially 

TNUs). 

In the last decade, researchers have proposed many 

radiation hardened circuits, such as flip-flops [5-6], 

random-access-memory cells [7-9], and latches [10-21], to 

tolerate SNUs, DNUs and even TNUs. This paper mainly 

considers hardness for latch designs. Typical SNUs, DNUs 

and/or TNUs hardened latch designs include the SHC [10], 

LSEHv1 [11], RFC [12], LSEDUT [13], DeltaDICE [14], 

HRDNUT [15], HREETNU [16], TNUHL [17], TNURL [18] 

and LCTNURL [4]. However, these latch designs still suffer 

from severe limitations as described below. First, most of 

existing latch designs cannot self-recover from DNUs and 

TNUs. Among them, some latch designs, such as the SHC 

and LSEHv1, even cannot self-recover from SNUs. There are 

also some latch designs that can self-recover from SNUs, but 

they cannot tolerate DNUs, e.g., the RFC. The LSEDNT can 

tolerate any DNU, but cannot tolerate TNUs. Moreover, 

some latch designs, such as the HREETNU and TNUHL, can 

tolerate any TNU but cannot self-recover from DNUs. 

Although the TNURL and LCTNURL latches can 

self-recover from DNUs and TNUs, the latch suffers from 

large overhead especially in terms of silicon area and delay.  

Yan et al’s work in [19, 20] cannot provide complete TNU 

self-recoverability. Although their previous work in [4, 18] 

can provide complete TNU-recoverability, the area and delay 

penalty is quite high. In this paper, a Shuttle C-elements 

based Low-Cost and highly Robust Latch, namely SCLCRL, 

is proposed. The latch mainly comprises two groups (i.e., the 

left and the right groups) of storage nodes. Two outputs in 

each group of two C-elements (CEs) feed two inputs of 

another CE so that redundant feedback loops can be formed 

to robustly retain values. In other words, the interlocking 

mechanism of CEs enables the latch to recover from any 

TNU. Simulation results demonstrate the TNU-recoverability 

and low overhead of the proposed latch. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 

describes the schematics, working principles and validations 

of the proposed latch design. Section III presents 

comparisons with the state-of-the-art hardened latch designs. 
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Section IV concludes the paper. 

II. Proposed Robust Latch Design 

A. Working Principles 

Fig. 1 shows the proposed so-called SCLCRL latch design. 

It can be seen that the storage part of the SCLCRL latch 

mainly comprises seven primary CEs (CE1 to CE7) and 

seven secondary CEs (CE8 to CE14) so that the latch has 

seven primary storage nodes (N1 to N7) and seven secondary 

storage nodes (N8 to N14). Clearly, the CEs are seemingly 

shuttling between the primary and the secondary nodes so 

that the latch is said to be based on shuttling CEs. In the latch, 

a pair of primary nodes feed the inputs of a CE, which outputs 

a value to a secondary node and a pair of secondary nodes 

feed the inputs of a CE, which outputs a value to a primary 

node, so that redundant feedback loops can be constructed to 

robustly retain values. The latch also comprises four 

transmission gates (TGs) as shown at the bottom of Fig. 1. D 

is the input of the latch, N4(Q) is the output of the latch, and 

CLK and NCK are the system clock and negative system 

clock signals, respectively. Note that CE14 is controllable by 

CLK/NCK signals to reduce current competition on Q and 

hence reduce D-Q delay. Fig. 2 shows the layout of the 

proposed SCLCRL latch. In the following, we consider D = 

N4(Q) = 1 as example to describe the working principle of 

the latch. 
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Fig. 1. Circuit structure of the proposed SCLCRL latch design.  

When CLK is high and NCK is low, the latch works in 

transparent mode, and all TGs are ON. At this time, nodes D 

= N1 = N2 = N3 = N4(Q) = 1 so that CE1, CE2 and CE3 can 

output the reversed value of D to N8, N9 and N10, 

respectively. Thus, N8 = N9 = N10 = 0. Although N1 and N4 

feed one input of CE7 and CE4, respectively, CE7 and CE4 

cannot output a value during initialization. However, the 

value of N8, N9 and N10 can continue to propagate to N5 and 

N6 through CE8 and CE9, respectively. Thus, N5 = N6 = 1 so 

that CE5 can output 0 at N12. Note that N4 = N5 = 1 so that 

CE4 can output 0 at N11. Then, CE10 can output a reversed 

value of N10 and N11 at N7. Therefore, all primary nodes are 

initialized (i.e., the value of N1 to N7 is 1) so that the 

secondary nodes can be initialized (i.e., the value of N8 to 

N14 is 0) through CE1 to CE7. In other words, the proposed 

SCLCRL latch can be initialized correctly and can output the 

initialized value to the output of the latch. 

When CLK is low and NCK is high, the latch switches into 

hold mode and all TGs are OFF; hence, nodes N1, N2, N3 

and N4(Q) cannot be driven by D through TGs. At this time, 

the value of N1, N2, N3 and N4 can be driven by the 

initialized inputs of CE11, CE12, CE13 and CE14, 

respectively. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that any two adjacent 

primary nodes feed a secondary node through a primary CE 

and any two adjacent secondary nodes feed a primary node 

through a secondary CE (Note that we can consider N1 to N7 

as nodes of a singly linked circular list, which means that N7 

and N1 are also adjacent so does that for N14 and N8). In this 

manner, the primary and the secondary nodes are feeding 

back to each other through CEs so that redundant feedback 

loops can be constructed to retain values for the latch. 

Therefore, the proposed SCLCRL latch can correctly store 

values and can output the stored values to the output of the 

latch in hold mode.  

Let us now discuss the TNU-recoverability of the 

proposed SCLCRL latch in hold mode. Due to the symmetric 

structure of the latch, we only need to consider two cases. 

Case T1: Three primary nodes are affected by a TNU (this is 

similar to the case where three secondary nodes are affected 

by a TNU - we only take primary nodes as example to 

introduce TNU recoverability). Case T2: Two primary nodes 

and one secondary node are affected by a TNU (this is similar 

to the case where one primary node and two secondary nodes 

are affected by a TNU - we only take two primary nodes and 

one secondary node as example to introduce TNU 

recoverability). Before analyzing the TNU-recoverability of 

the latch, four important properties of a 2-input CE are 

introduced as follows.  

Property 1 (Recovery): If all inputs of a CE are correct, 

no matter whether its output is impacted or not, then its 

output will provide the correct value. 

Property 2 (Valid-retention): If one input of a CE is 

impacted but its output is not impacted, then it will provide 

the correct output value, i.e., the error is masked. 

Property 3 (Corruption): If all inputs of a CE are 

affected, it will provide a flipped output value. At this time, 

the inputs need recovery.  

Property 4 (Invalid-retention): If at least one input 

along with the output are simultaneously impacted, the output 

will keep the flipped value. At this time, the inputs need 

recovery. 

In Case T1, there are four sub-cases. Case T1-1: Three 

adjacent primary nodes are affected by a TNU. Let us denote 

as λ the distance between two adjacent nodes. The maximum 

distance between any two primary nodes is 3λ only. This is 

because, as mentioned above, we can consider N1 to N7 as 

nodes of a singly linked circular list, which means that N7 

and N1 are also adjacent. Clearly, the key node list is 

<N1,N2,N3> only, and this sub-case belongs to the <λ,λ> 

type because N2 is an adjacent node of N1(N3). Note that, the 

node lists, such as <N6,N7,N1> and <N7,N1,N2>, are 

equivalent to <N1,N2,N3>.  

The TNU-recoverability for <N1,N2,N3> is discussed. 

When this node list is affected by a TNU, all inputs of CE1 

and CE2 are affected so that the error can propagate to the 

output N8 and N9 of CE1 and CE2, respectively (Property 3). 

Note that the error at N1 cannot propagate to the output of 

CE7 and the error at N3 cannot propagate to the output of 

CE3 because only single inputs of the CEs are affected 

(Property 2). In other words, CE7 and CE3 can mask the error 

at their single inputs. As mentioned above, the error 

propagates to N8 and N9 through CE1 and CE2 so that the 

error can propagate to N5 through CE8 (Property 3). Note 

that the error at N8 cannot propagate to the output of CE14 



and the error at N9 cannot propagate to the output of CE9 

because only single inputs of the CEs are affected (Property 

2). In other words, CE14 and CE9 can mask the error at their 

single inputs. As mentioned above, the error propagates to N5. 

However, the error at N5 cannot propagate to the output of 

CE4 and CE5 because only single inputs of the CEs are 

affected (Property 2). In other words, CE4 and CE5 can mask 

the error at their single inputs. Hence, the error at N1, N2 and 

N3 can be blocked by CEs. This means that nodes N11, N12, 

N13 and N14 are still correct so that N1, N2 and N3 can 

self-recover by these nodes through CE11, CE12 and CE13, 

respectively (Property 1). Hence, the error at N8 and N9 can 

be removed through CE1 and CE2, and the error at N5 can be 

removed through CE8 (Property 1). Therefore, node list 

<N1,N2,N3> is self-recoverable from a TNU. 

Case T1-2: Two adjacent primary nodes and a close but 

not adjacent primary node are affected by a TNU. The key 

node list is <N1,N2,N4> only and this sub-case belongs to the 

<λ,2λ> or <2λ,λ> type. Clearly, node lists, such as 

<N4,N6,N7>, <N7,N1,N3> and <N6,N1,N2>, are equivalent 

to <N1,N2,N4>.  

Let us discuss the TNU-recoverability for <N1,N2,N4>. 

When this node list is affected by a TNU, all inputs of CE1 

only are affected so that the error can propagate to the output 

of CE1 (i.e., N8). Note that the error at N1 cannot propagate 

to the output of CE7, the error at N2 cannot propagate to the 

output of CE2 and the error at N4 cannot propagate to the 

output of CE3 and CE4 because only single inputs of the CEs 

are affected. As mentioned above, the error propagates to N8 

through CE1. The error at N8 cannot propagate to the output 

of CE8 because only one input of CE8 is affected. However, 

the error at N8 can impact CE14 because input N8 and output 

N4 of CE14 have errors (Property 4). Hence, N8 needs 

recovery so that N1 and N2 need recovery to correct N8 

through CE1. It can be seen from the above discussions that 

the errors cannot propagate to the inputs of other CEs, such as 

CE11 and CE12, so that N1 (N2) can recover through CE11 

(CE12). Then, N8 can recover through CE1. Hence, N4 can 

recover through CE14. Therefore, node list <N1,N2,N4> is 

self-recoverable from a TNU.  

Case T1-3: Two adjacent primary nodes and another far 

primary node are affected by a TNU. The key node list is 

<N1,N2,N5> only and this sub-case belongs to the <λ,3λ> or 

<3λ,λ> type. Note that, the node lists, such as <N3,N6,N7>, 

<N7,N1,N4> and <N1,N4,N5>, are equivalent to 

<N1,N2,N5>. 

Let us discuss the TNU-recoverability for <N1,N2,N5>. 

When this node list is affected by a TNU, all inputs of CE1 

only are affected so that the error can propagate to the output 

of CE1. Note that the error at N1 cannot propagate to the 

output of CE7, the error at N2 cannot propagate to the output 

of CE2 and the error at N5 cannot propagate to the output of 

CE4 and CE5. As mentioned above, the error propagates to 

N8 through CE1. At this time, the error at N8 can impact CE8 

because input N8 and output N5 of CE8 have errors (Property 

4). Hence, N8 needs recovery so that N1 and N2 need 

recovery to correct N8. It can be seen from the above 

discussions that the errors cannot propagate to the inputs of 

other CEs, such as CE11 and CE12, so that N1 (N2) can 

recover through CE11 (CE12). Then, N8 can recover. Hence, 

N5 can recover through CE8. Therefore, node list 

<N1,N2,N5> is self-recoverable from a TNU. 

Case T1-4: Three non-adjacent primary nodes are affected 

by a TNU. The key node list is <N1,N3,N5> only and this 

sub-case belongs to the <2λ,2λ> type. Note that the <2λ,2λ> 

type is the same as the <2λ,3λ> type. For example, 

<N1,N3,N5> belongs to the <2λ,2λ> type, but <N5,N1,N3> 

belongs to the <3λ,2λ> type. Since <N1,N3,N5> equals to 

<N5,N1,N3>, the <2λ,2λ> type is the same as the <2λ,3λ> 

type.  

Let us discuss the TNU-recoverability for <N1,N3,N5>. 

When this node list is affected by a TNU, only single inputs 

of primary CEs are affected. Note that the error at N1 cannot 

propagate to the output of CE1 and CE7, the error at N3 

cannot propagate to the output of CE2 and CE3, and the error 

at N5 cannot propagate to the output of CE4 and CE5. Clearly, 

the errors cannot propagate to the inputs of other CEs, such as 

CE11, CE13 and CE8, so that N1, N3 and N5 can 

self-recover through CE11, CE13 and CE12, respectively. 

Therefore, node list <N1,N3,N5> is self-recoverable from a 

TNU. From the above discussions we can see that the 

proposed SCLCRL latch can self-recover from any possible 

TNU in Case T1. 

In Case T2, there are three sub-cases. Case T2-1: Two 

adjacent primary nodes (the node distance is λ) and one 

secondary node are affected by a TNU. Note that, if <N1,N2> 

is affected, N8 will be immediately affected, because CE1 

can output the wrong value of <N1,N2> to N8. Thus, 

<N1,N2,N8> suffering from a TNU is similar to <N1,N2> 

suffering from a DNU. In Case T1, N1, N2 and another 

primary node can be impacted by a TNU but the latch can 

self-recover from the TNU so that the latch can also 

self-recover from a DNU at <N1,N2>. Therefore, 

<N1,N2,N8> is self-recoverable from a TNU. Note that if 

Case T1 can pass simulations, this sub-case (T2-1) can also 

pass simulations so <N1,N2,N8> will not be selected as key 

node list for simulations in the next sub-section. 

Let us discuss the TNU-recoverability for <N1,N2,N9>. 

When this node list is affected by a TNU, all inputs of CE1 

are affected so that the error can propagate to the output of 

CE1. Note that the error at N1 cannot propagate to the output 

of CE7 and the error at N9 cannot propagate to the output of 

CE9. As mentioned above, the error propagates to N8 

through CE1. At this time, the error at N9 can impact CE8 

because all inputs of CE8 have errors so that the error 

propagates to N5 through CE8. Note that the error at N5 

cannot propagate to the output of CE4 and CE5. Meanwhile, 

the error at N2 and N9 can impact CE2 so that N2 needs 

recovery. Clearly, the errors cannot propagate to the inputs of 

other CEs, such as CE11 and CE12, so that N1 and N2 can 

recover through CE11 and CE12, respectively. Then, N8 can 

recover through CE1. Hence, N9 can recover through CE2 

and then N5 can recover through CE8. Therefore, node list 

<N1,N2,N9> is self-recoverable from a TNU. Note that 

<N1,N2,N9> and <N1,N2,N14> are of the same type. This is 

because, the errors at N1 and N2 can propagate to single 

inputs of CE8 and CE14 through CE1, and meanwhile the 

errors at N9 and N14 can impact the other single inputs of 

CE8 and CE14, respectively. Therefore, node list 

<N1,N2,N14> is also self-recoverable from a TNU. 

Let us discuss the TNU-recoverability for <N1,N2,N10>. 

When this node list is affected by a TNU, all inputs of CE1 

are affected so that the error can propagate to the output of 

CE1. Note that the error at N1 cannot propagate to the output 

of CE7 and the error at N2 cannot propagate to the output of 

CE2. As mentioned above, the error propagates to N8 

through CE1. Note that the error at N8 cannot propagate to 

the output of CE8 and CE14. Clearly, the errors cannot 



propagate to the inputs of other CEs, such as CE11, CE12 and 

CE3, so that N1, N2 and N10 can recover through CE11, 

CE12 and CE3, respectively. Hence, N8 can recover through 

CE1. Therefore, node list <N1,N2,N10> is self-recoverable 

from a TNU. 

Let us discuss the TNU-recoverability for <N1,N2,N11>. 

When this node list is affected by a TNU, all inputs of CE1 

are affected so that the error can propagate to the output of 

CE1. Note that the error at N1 cannot propagate to the output 

of CE7 and the error at N2 cannot propagate to the output of 

CE2. As mentioned above, the error propagates to N8 

through CE1. Note that the error at N8 cannot propagate to 

the output of CE8 and CE14. However, the error at N1 and 

N11 can impact CE11 (Property 4). Hence, N11 needs 

recovery. Clearly, the errors cannot propagate to the inputs of 

other CEs, such as CE4 and CE12, so that N11 (N2) can 

recover through CE4 (CE12). Hence, N1 can recover through 

CE11. Then, N8 can recover through CE1. Therefore, node 

list <N1,N2,N11> is self-recoverable from a TNU. Note that 

<N1,N2,N11> and <N1,N2,N13> are of the same type 

because the errors at N11 and N1 can impact CE11 and the 

errors at N13 and N2 can impact CE12, respectively 

(Property 4). Therefore, node list <N1,N2,N13> is also 

self-recoverable from a TNU. Moreover, <N1,N2,N11> and 

<N1,N2,N12> are also the same type because the errors at 

N12 and N1 can impact CE11 and the errors at N12 and N2 

can impact CE12, respectively (Property 4) but N12 can 

recover through CE5. Therefore, node list <N1,N2,N12> is 

also self-recoverable from a TNU. 

From the above discussions we can see that the key node 

lists are <N1,N2,N9>, <N1,N2,N10> and <N1,N2,N11> for 

this sub-case. In the next sub-section, TNUs will be injected 

into all key node lists to verify the TNU-recoverability for the 

proposed latch. 

Case T2-2: Two near but non-adjacent primary nodes (the 

node distance is 2λ) and another secondary node are affected 

by a TNU. The key node list is <N1,N3,N8> only. Note that 

<N1,N3,N9>, <N1,N3,N10>, <N1,N3,N11>, <N1,N3,N12>, 

<N1,N3,N13> and <N1,N3,N14> are of the similar type 

compared to <N1,N3,N8>, because each of them suffering 

from a TNU can affect one input and the output of CE1, CE2, 

CE3, CE11, CE11, CE13 and CE13/CE7, respectively. 

Let us discuss the TNU-recoverability for <N1,N3,N8>. 

When this node list is affected by a TNU, the error at N1 

cannot propagate to the output of CE7, the error at N3 cannot 

propagate to the output of CE2 and CE3 and the error at N8 

cannot propagate to the output of CE8 and CE14. However, 

the error at N1 and N8 can impact CE1. Hence, N1 needs 

recovery. Clearly, the errors cannot propagate to the inputs of 

other CEs, such as CE11 and CE13, so that N1 (N3) can 

recover through CE11 (CE13). Then, N8 can recover through 

CE1. Therefore, node list <N1,N3,N8> is self-recoverable 

from a TNU. Note that, for <N1,N3,N14>, although a TNU 

can impact one input and the output of both CE13 and CE7, 

N1 can recover through CE11 and then N14 can recover 

through CE7 so that N3 can recover through CE13. 

Case T2-3: Two far primary nodes (the node distance is 3λ) 

and another secondary node are affected by a TNU. The key 

node list is <N1,N4,N8> and <N1,N4,N9>. 

Let us discuss the TNU-recoverability for <N1,N4,N8>. 

When this node list is affected by a TNU, the error at N1 

cannot propagate to the output of CE7, the error at N4 cannot 

propagate to the output of CE3 and CE4 and the error at N8 

cannot propagate to the output of CE8. However, the error at 

N1 and N8 can impact CE1 and the error at N4 and N8 can 

impact CE14. Hence, N1 needs recovery for CE1 and N8 

needs recovery for CE14. Clearly, the errors cannot 

propagate to the inputs of other CEs, such as CE11, so that 

N1 can recover through CE11. Then, N8 can recover through 

CE1. Thus, N4 can recover through CE14. Therefore, node 

list <N1,N4,N8> is self-recoverable from a TNU. Note that, 

<N1,N4,N8>, <N1,N4,N10>, <N1,N4,N11>,<N1,N4,N12> 

and <N1,N4,N14> are of the same type because one or two 

CEs suffer from errors at both its input and output and the 

nodes needing recovery can still recover. 

Let us discuss the TNU-recoverability for <N1,N4,N9>. 

When this node list is affected by a TNU, the error at N1 

cannot propagate to the output of CE1 and CE7, the error at 

N4 cannot propagate to the output of CE3 and CE4 and the 

error at N9 cannot propagate to the output of CE8 and CE9. 

Clearly, the errors cannot propagate to the inputs of other CEs, 

such as CE11, CE14 and CE2, so that N1, N4 and N9 can 

recover through CE11, CE14 and CE2, respectively. 

Therefore, node list <N1,N4,N9> is self-recoverable from a 

TNU. Note that, <N1,N4,N9> and <N1,N4,N13> are of the 

same type because the errors cannot propagate through CEs 

and all nodes can still recover. From the above discussions 

we can see that the proposed SCLCRL latch can self-recover 

from any possible TNU in Case T2. In summary, the 

proposed SCLCRL latch can provide complete 

TNU-recoverability from all key TNUs so that the proposed 

latch can also provide complete DNU/SNU-recoverability 

from all key DNUs/SNUs. 

B. Simulations  

The SCLCRL latch was implemented in a 22 nm CMOS 

technology from GlobalFoundries and extensive simulations 

using HSPICE from Synopsys were performed. The 

simulation parameters were as follows: the supply voltage 

was set to 0.8V, the working temperature was set to the room 

temperature, the PMOS transistors of CEs had the ratio W/L 

= 32/22nm, and the NMOS transistors had the ratio W/L = 

28/22nm.  

Fig. 3 shows the error-free simulation results for the 

proposed latch to show correct operations. It can be seen that 

Q can correctly change along with D when the latch works in 

transparent mode (CLK = 1) and can correctly store sampled 

D when the latch works in hold mode (CLK = 0). 
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Fig. 3. Error-free simulation results for the proposed SCLCRL latch design. 

 

Fig. 4 shows the simulation results for the complete key 

TNU injections of the proposed SCLCRL latch. Note that, the 

lighting marks in Fig. 4 denote the injected TNUs (we use 

three simultaneous SNUs to mimic a TNU). It can be seen 

that the SCLCRL latch can self-recover from any key TNU 

(only causing narrow pulses). In summary, simulation results 



validate the fact that the SCLCRL latch can provide complete 

TNU recoverability (and thus SNU/DNU recoverability). 

III. COMPARISON AND EVALUATION RESULTS 

To make a fair comparison, typical latch designs and the 

proposed SCLCRL latch were implemented with the same 

parameters listed in the previous sub-section (22 nm CMOS 

technology from GlobalFoundries, 0.8V supply voltage and 

room temperature). 

Table I shows the reliability comparisons among the SNU, 

DNU, and/or TNU hardened latch designs. Note that 

“resilient” means “self-recoverable”. It can be seen from 

Table I that, the SHC and LSEHv1 latches are only 

SNU-tolerant, but the RFC latch can additionally provide 

SNU recoverability. The LSEDUT latch is not only 

SNU-resilient but also DNU-tolerant, but the DeltaDICE and 

HRDNUT latches can additionally provide DNU 

recoverability. The HREETNU and TNUHL latches can 

provide SNU/DNU/TNU-tolerance and SNU recoverability, 

but the TNURL, LCTNURL and the proposed SCLCRL 

latches can additionally provide DNU and TNU 

recoverability. Therefore, the bottom three latches in Table I 

are more reliable (but the proposed SCLCRL latch has small 

silicon area and delay as it will be discussed below). 

Table II shows the overhead comparisons among the SNU, 

DNU, and/or TNU hardened latch designs. In Table II, 

"Area" denotes the silicon area that is calculated based on 

extracted layouts, "Delay" denotes D to Q transmission delay 

(i.e., the average of rise and fall delays from D to Q), "Power" 

denotes the average power dissipation (dynamic and static) 

and the area-delay-power product (ADPP) means a 

comprehensive metric that is calculated by multiplying area, 

delay and power. 

It can be seen from Table II that, compared with the 

SNU/DNU tolerant/resilient latches, the TNURL, 

LCTNURL as well as the proposed SCLCRL latch consume 

more silicon area, because redundant transistors are used to 

provide SNU/DNU/TNU tolerance/recoverability. However, 

compared with the TNURL and LCTNURL latches, the 

proposed SCLCRL latch consumes less silicon area, delay, 

and ADPP. 

In terms of delay, for the LSEHv1 and TNUHL latches, 

their delay is large due to the use of many logic devices from 

D to Q. In contrast, the RFC, LSEDUT, HRDNUT, 

HREETNU as well as the proposed SCLCRL latch have a 

small delay since they use high-speed transmission paths 

from D to Q. However, the other latches have a moderate 

delay. Note that, although the TNURL and LCTNURL 

latches also use a high-speed path from D to Q, there is 

current competition on Q, and thus their delay is not small. 

In terms of power, among the latches in Table II, the 

LSEDUT latch consumes the largest power mainly because 

the feedback loop at the output is always active. Due to the 

current competition between nodes, the HRDNUT latch also 

consumes more power. The power dissipation of the LSEHv1, 

DeltaDICE, TNUHL, TNURL, LCTNURL and SCLCRL 

latches is not small, mainly because of their large area. The 

SHC latch consumes less power mainly due to the small 

silicon area. The RFC and HREETNU latches consume less 

power due to the small silicon area and the use of 

clock-gating technologies. 

In terms of ADPP, the LSEHv1 and TNUHL latches have 

very high ADPP values, mainly because of their large delay. 

Conversely, the SHC, RFC, and HREETNU latches have low 

ADPP values since their area, delay, and/or power are small. 

The other latches have moderate ADPP values. However, 

compared to the TNU-tolerant latches, the ADPP of the 

proposed SCLCRL latch is still low.  

Let us discuss the quantitative overhead comparison 

results. Compared with the TNU-recoverable TNURL latch, 

the SCLCRL latch can save about 36.61% silicon area, 44.04% 

delay and 58.47% ADPP but at the cost of 17.07% additional 

power. Compared with the TNU-recoverable LCTNURL 

latch, the SCLCRL latch can save about 21.88% silicon area, 
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Fig. 4. Simulation results for the complete key TNU injections of the proposed SCLCRL latch design. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



49.57% delay and 52.73% ADPP but at the cost of 20.00% 

power. Therefore, compared with the TNU-recoverable 

latches, the proposed SCLCRL latch can save about 29.25% 

silicon area, 46.80% delay and 55.60% ADPP but at the cost 

of 18.54% power on average. In summary, the proposed 

SCLCRL latch can provide TNU recoverability (and thus 

DNU and SNU recoverability) with low cost in terms of area, 

delay and ADPP. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

CMOS technology scaling can lead to the occurrence of 

soft errors (e.g., TNUs) in harsh radiation environments. 

Existing latches suffer from severe limitations such as 

non-tolerance to TNUs, and/or large overhead. To address 

this issue, this paper has proposed a shuttling C-elements 

based low-cost and robust latch design recoverable from 

triple node upsets. Simulation results have demonstrated the 

TNU self-recoverability and low overhead especially in 

terms of silicon area, D-Q delay and ADPP for the proposed 

latch. 
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TABLE I 

Reliability Comparisons among the SNU/DNU/TNU Hardened Latch 

Designs 

Latch 
SNU 

Tolerant 

SNU 

Resilient 

DNU 

Tolerant 

DNU 

Resilient 

TNU 

Tolerant 

TNU 

Resilient 

SHC 

LSEHv1 

RFC 

LSEDUT 

DeltaDICE 

HRDNUT 

HREETNU 

TNUHL 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

× 

× 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

× 

× 

× 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

× 

× 

× 

× 

√ 

√ 

× 

× 

× 

× 

× 

× 

× 

× 

√ 

√ 

× 

× 

× 

× 

× 

× 

× 

√ 

TNURL 

LCTNURL 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

√ 

SCLCRL √ √ √ √ √ √ 

 
TABLE II 

Overhead Comparisons among the SNU/DNU/TNU Hardened Latch 

Designs 

Latch 
Area 

(μm2) 

Delay 

(ps) 

Power 

(μW) 
ADPP 

SHC [10] 

LSEHv1 [11] 

RFC [12] 

LSEDUT [13] 

DeltaDICE [14] 

HRDNUT [15] 

HREETNU [16] 

TNUHL [17] 

1.69 

4.32 

3.79 

6.38 

5.77 

6.12 

5.59 

10.28 

17.79 

89.66 

3.00 

1.67 

16.70 

3.46 

1.67 

101.86 

0.05 

0.44 

0.13 

1.69 

0.42 

1.19 

0.20 

0.63 

1.50 

170.43 

1.48 

18.01 

40.47 

25.20 

1.87 

659.69 

TNURL [18] 

LCTNURL [4] 

13.52 

10.97 

5.20 

5.77 

0.41 

0.40 

28.82 

25.32 

SCLCRL  8.57 2.91 0.48 11.97 
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